Salute to Student Scholars

September 14, 2011
Higgins University Center, Tilton Hall
2 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
University Honor Societies

Jenni Adams
Alexandrea Boguhn
Alison
Jessica Chung
Cory Coose
Stephanee Germaine
Daniel Gilbert
Lisa Johnson
Siobhan Kelley
Katelyn McGrath
Amelia Najjar
Lisa Villani

2011-2012 Members of Gryphon! and Pleiades

Jenni Adams
Alexandrea Boguhn
Alison
Jessica Chung
Cory Coose
Stephanee Germaine
Daniel Gilbert
Lisa Johnson
Siobhan Kelley
Katelyn McGrath
Amelia Najjar
Lisa Villani

2011-2012 Members of Fast Lux

Jenni Adams
Katherine Calano
Alison Canino
Jong Whan Choi
Alexa Chu
Mary Kathryn Clemenson
Alissa Dedrick
Rachel Eisbhorn
Audrey Eischman

2011-2012 Steinbrecher Fellows

Jenni Adams
Katherine Calano
Alison Canino

University-Wide Awards

Katherine Kerlon Astolfi Memorial Prize
Harrison Bass

The Marshall Geer McKim Memorial Fund
Harrison Bass

Thomas M. Dolan ’62 Outstanding Service Award
Jenni Adams

Departmental Awards

Biology Department
M. Margaret Comer Memorial Award for Undergraduate Studies in the Biological Sciences
Lauren Beaudin
Lina Sanchez

Chemistry Department
American Chemical Society and Analytical Chemical Award
Alex Gait

Organic Chemistry Prize
Wen-Yang Won Award for Excellence in Physical Chemistry
Jennifer Gaines

Economics Department
David R. Potter ’35 Prize for Excellence in Economics
Joseph Kraba

English Department
William H. Carter, Jr. Prize in English
Tejani Young

Geography Department

History Department
George Biius American History Prize
Madeleine DeDu-Parken

International Development, Community Planning, and Environment Department
Theodore Von Luey Undergraduate Prize in International Development
Siobhan Kelley

Philosophy Department
Logic Prize in Philosophy
Alan Grinberg
Jennifer Karn

Physics Department
Albert C. Erickson ’36 Award
Sean Clark

Political Science Department
Irving & Edith Wilner Prize
Joseph McGintock

Psychology Department
Herman A. Wilkin Undergraduate Scholar Award for Creativity
William Trust

Visual And Performing Arts Department
Jason Michael Simpkins Memorial Endowment for Screen Studies
Adam Karchman

Communication And Culture Program
Foundation Course Award
Hannah Kay
Jasper Muse

Marsh Institute Awards
Albert, Norma and Howard Geller ’77 Endowed Research Awards
Sarah Dupere Ostro
Jaclyn Sargent
Melanie Vanderhoof

Student Summer Research and Internship Awards
James ’39 and Ada Bickman Summer Research Internships
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